China sentence scramble  Unscramble the sentences about China

Name __________________________

Date ___________________________

1. capital China. Beijing the is of
   __________________________________________

2. economic of Shanghai China. the capital is
   __________________________________________

3. duck an oily food. is Beijing Chinese
   __________________________________________

4. the in mountains. Sichuan live Pandas
   __________________________________________

5. and Guilin. mountains caves are in There many
   __________________________________________

6. the is in a of island island China. Hainan tropical south
   __________________________________________

7. pong Badminton sports. popular ping and are Chinese
   __________________________________________

8. Chinese There five on are the national flag. stars
   __________________________________________

9. Beijing The Great are historic Summer Wall Palace and constructions.
   __________________________________________

10. hot Sichuan pot a spicy Chinese food. is
   __________________________________________
Answers for teachers

1. "capital China. Beijing the is of" is Beijing is the capital of China.
2. "economic of Shanghai China. the capital is" is Shanghai is the economic capital of China.
3. "duck an oily food. is Beijing Chinese" is Beijing duck is an oily Chinese food.
4. "the in mountains. Sichuan live Pandas" is Pandas live in the Sichuan mountains.
5. "and Guilin. mountains caves are in There many" is There are many mountains and caves in Guilin.
6. "the is in a of island island China. Hainan tropical south" is Hainan island is a tropical island in the south of China.
7. "pong Badminton sports. popular ping and are Chinese" is Badminton and ping pong are popular Chinese sports.
8. "Chinese There five on are the national flag. stars" is There are five stars on the Chinese national flag.
9. "Beijing The Great are historic Summer Wall Palace and constructions." is The Beijing Great Wall and Summer Palace are historic constructions.
10. "hot Sichuan pot a spicy Chinese food. is" is Sichuan hot pot is a spicy Chinese food.